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Abstract—Designing controllers for tasks with complex nonlinear dynamics is extremely challenging, time-consuming, and
in many cases, infeasible. This difficulty is exacerbated in tasks
such as robotic food-cutting, in which dynamics might vary both
with environmental properties, such as material and tool class,
and with time while acting. In this work, we present DeepMPC,
an online real-time model-predictive control approach designed to
handle such difficult tasks. Rather than hand-design a dynamics
model for the task, our approach uses a novel deep architecture
and learning algorithm, learning controllers for complex tasks
directly from data. We validate our method in experiments
on a large-scale dataset of 1488 material cuts for 20 diverse
classes, and in 450 real-world robotic experiments, demonstrating
significant improvement over several other approaches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most real-world tasks involve interactions with complex,
non-linear dynamics. Although practiced humans are able to
control these interactions intuitively, developing robotic controllers for them is very difficult. Several common household
activities fall into this category, including scrubbing surfaces,
folding clothes, interacting with appliances, and cutting food.
Other applications include surgery, assembly, and locomotion.
These interactions are characterized by hard-to-model effects,
involving friction, deformation, and hysteresis. The compound
interaction of materials, tools, environments, and manipulators
further alters these effects. Consequently, the design of controllers for such tasks is highly challenging.
In recent years, “feed-forward” model-predictive control
(MPC) has proven effective for many complex tasks, including
quad-rotor control [36], mobile robot maneuvering [20], fullbody control of humanoid robots [14], and many others
[26, 18, 11]. The key insight of MPC is that an accurate
predictive model allows us to optimize control inputs for some
cost over both inputs and predicted future outputs. Such a
cost function is often easier and more intuitive to design than
completely hand-designing a controller. The chief difficulty in
MPC lies instead in designing an accurate dynamics model.
Let us consider the dynamics involved in cutting food items,
as shown in Fig. 1 for the wide range of materials shown
in Fig. 2. An effective cutting strategy depends heavily on
properties of the food, including its coefficient of friction
with the knife, elastic modulus, fracture effects, and hysteretic
effects such as plastic deformation [29]. These parameters
lead humans to such diverse cutting strategies as slicing,
sawing, and chopping. In fact, they can even vary within a
single material; compare cutting through the skin of a lemon
to cutting its flesh. Thus, a major challenge of this work

Fig. 1: Cutting food: Our PR2 robot uses our algorithms to perform
complex, precise food-cutting operations. Given the large variety of
material properties, it is challenging to design appropriate controllers.

is to design a model which can estimate and make use of
global environmental properties such as the material and tool
in question and temporally-changing properties such as the
current rate of motion, depth of cutting, enclosure of the knife
by the material, and layer of the material the knife is in
contact with. While some works [15] attempt to define these
properties, it is very difficult to design a set that truly captures
all these complex inter- and intra-material variations.
Hand-designing features and models for such tasks is infeasible and time-consuming, so here, we take a learning
approach. In the recent past, feature learning methods have
proven effective for learning latent task-specific features across
many domains [3, 19, 24, 9, 28]. In this paper, we give a novel
deep architecture for physical prediction for complex tasks
such as food cutting. When this model is used for predictive
control, it yields a DeepMPC controller which is able to learn
task-specific controls. Deep learning is an excellent choice as
a model for real-time MPC because its learned models are
easily and efficiently differentiable with respect to their inputs
using the same back-propagation algorithms used in learning,
and because network sizes can simply be adjusted to trade off
between prediction accuracy and computational speed.
Our model, optimized for receding-horizon prediction,
learns latent material properties directly from data. Our architecture uses multiplicative conditional interactions and temporal recurrence to model both inter-material and time-dependent
intra-material variations. We also present a novel learning

Fig. 2: Food materials: Some of the 20 diverse food materials which
make up our material interaction dataset.

algorithm for this recurrent network which avoids overfitting
and the “exploding gradient” problem commonly seen when
training recurrent networks. Once learned, inference for our
model is extremely fast - when predicting to a time-horizon
of 1s (100 samples) in the future, our model and its gradients
can be evaluated at a rate of 1.2kHz.
In extensive experiments on our large-scale dataset comprising 1488 examples of robotic cutting across 20 different
material types, we demonstrate that our feature-learning approach outperforms other state-of-the-art methods for physical
prediction. We also implement an online real-time modelpredictive controller using our model. In a series of over 450
real-world robotic trials, we show that our controller gives
extremely strong performance for robotic food-cutting, even
compared to methods tuned for specific material classes.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are:
• We combine deep learning and model-predictive control
in a DeepMPC controller that uses learned task dynamics.
• We propose a novel deep architecture which is able to
model dynamics conditioned on learned latent properties
and a multi-stage pre-training algorithm that avoids common problems in training recurrent neural networks.
• We implement a real-time model predictive control system using our learned dynamics model.
• We demonstrate that our model and controller give strong
performance for the difficult task of robotic food-cutting.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Reactive feedback controllers, where a control signal is
generated based on error from current state to some setpoint, have been applied since the 19th century [4]. Stiffness
control, where error in robot end-effector pose is used to determine end-effector forces, remains a common technique for
compliant, force-based activities [5, 2, 15]. Such approaches
are limited because they require a trajectory to be given
beforehand, making it difficult to adapt to different conditions.
Feed-forward model-predictive control allows controls to
adapt online by optimizing some cost function over predicted
future states. These approaches have gained increased attention
as modern computing power makes it feasible to perform
optimization in real time. Shim et al. [36] used MPC to
control multiple quad-rotors in simulation, while Howard et al.
[20] performed intricate maneuvers with real-world mobile
robots. Erez et al. [14] used MPC for full-body control of
a humanoid robot. These approaches have been extended to

many other tasks, including underwater vehicle control [26],
visual servoing [18], and even heart surgery [11]. However, all
these works assume the task dynamics model is fully specified.
Model learning for robot control has also been a very active
area, and we refer the reader to a review of work in the area by
Nguyen-Tuong and Peters [31]. While early works in model
learning [1, 30] fit parameters of some hand-designed taskspecific model to data, such models can be difficult to design
and may not generalize well to new tasks. Thus, several recent
works attempt to learn more general dynamics models such as
Gaussian mixture models [7, 21] and Gaussian processes [22].
Neural networks [8, 6] are another common choice for learning
general non-linear dynamics models. The highly parameterized
nature of these models allows them to fit a wide variety of data
well, but also makes them very susceptible to overfitting.
Modern deep learning methods retain the advantages of
neural networks, while using new algorithms and network
architectures to overcome their drawbacks. Due to their effectiveness as general non-linear learners [3], deep learning
has been applied to a broad spectrum of problems, including
visual recognition [19, 24], natural language processing [9],
acoustic modeling [28], and many others. Recurrent deep
networks have proven particularly effective for time-dependent
tasks such as text generation [37] and speech recognition [17].
Factored conditional models using multiplicative interactions
have also been shown to work well for modeling short-term
temporal transformations in images [27]. More recently Taylor
and Hinton [38] applied these models to human motion, but
did not model any control inputs, and treated the conditioning
features as a set of fully-observed “motion styles”.
Several recent approaches to control learning first learn a
dynamics model, then use this model to learn a policy which
maps from system state to control inputs. These works often
iteratively use this policy to collect more data and re-learn a
new policy in an online learning approach. Levine and Abbeel
[25] use a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) where linear
models are fit to each cluster, while Deisenroth and Rasmussen
[10] use a Gaussian process (GP.) Experimentally, both these
models gave less accurate predictions than ours for robotic
food-cutting. The GP also had very long inference times
(roughly 106 times longer than ours) due to the large amount
of training data needed. For details, see Section VII-B. This
weak performance is because they use only temporally-local
information, while our model uses learned recurrent features to
integrate long-term information and model unobserved system
properties such as materials.
These works focus on online policy search, while here
we focus on modeling and application to real-time MPC.
Our model could be used along with them in a policylearning approach, allowing them to model dynamics with
environmental and temporal variations. However, our model is
efficient enough to optimize for predictive control at run-time.
This avoids the possibility of learned policies overfitting the
training data and allows the cost function and its parameters
to be changed online. It also allows our model to be used with
other algorithms which use its predictions directly.
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Fig. 3: Variation in cutting dynamics: plots showing desired (green) and actual (blue) trajectories, along with error (red) obtained using a
stiffness controller while cutting butter (left) and a lemon at low (middle) and high (right) rates of vertical motion.

Gemici and Saxena [15] presented a learning system for
manipulating deformable objects which infers a set of material
properties, then uses these properties to map objects to a latent
set of haptic categories which are used to determine how
to manipulate the object. However, their approach requires a
predefined set of properties (plasticity, brittleness, etc.), and
chooses between a small set of discrete actions. By contrast,
our approach performs continuous-space real-time control, and
uses learned latent features to model material properties and
other variations, avoiding the need for hand-design.
III. P ROBLEM D EFINITION AND S YSTEM
In this work, we focus on the task of cutting a wide range of
food items. This problem is a good testbed for our algorithms
because of the variety of dynamics involved in cutting different
materials. Designing individual controllers for each material
would be very time-consuming, and hand-designing accurate
dynamics models for each would be nearly infeasible.
For the task of cutting, we define gripper axes as shown
in Fig. 4, such that the X axis points out of the point of the
knife, Y axis normal to the blade, and Z axis vertically. Here,
we consider linear cutting, where the goal is to make a cut
of some given length along the Z axis. The control inputs
(t)
(t)
(t)
to the system are denoted as u(t) = (Fx , Fy , Fz ), where
(t)
Fx represents the force, in Newtons, applied along the endeffector X axis at time t. The physical state of the system is
(t)
(t)
(t)
(t)
x(t) = (Px , Py , Pz ) where Px is the X coordinate of
the end-effector’s position at time t.
A simple approach to control for this problem might use
a fixed-trajectory stiffness controller, where control inputs are
proportional to the difference between the current state x(t)
and some desired state x∗(t) taken from a given trajectory.
Fig. 3 shows some examples which demonstrate the difficulties inherent in this approach. While some materials, such
as the butter shown on the left, offer very little resistance,
allowing a stiffness controller to accurately follow a given
trajectory, others, such as the lemon shown in the remaining
two plots, offer more resistance, causing significant deviation
from the desired trajectory. When cutting a lemon, we can also
see that the dynamics change with time, resisting the knife
more as it cuts through the skin, then less once it enters the
flesh of the lemon. The dynamics of the sawing and vertical
axes are also coupled - increasing the rate of vertical motion

Fig. 4: Gripper axes: PR2’s gripper with knife grasped, showing the
axes used in this paper. The X (“sawing”) axis points along the blade
of the knife, Y points normal to the blade, and Z points vertically.

increases error along the sawing axis, even though the same
controls are used for that axis.
In our approach, we fix the orientation of the end-effector,
as well as the position of the knife along its Y axis, using
stiffness control to stabilize these. However, even though our
primary goal is to move the knife along its Z axis, as shown
in Fig. 3, the X and Z axes are strongly coupled for this
problem. Thus, our algorithm performs control along both the
X and Z axes. This allows “sawing” and “slicing” motions
in which movement along the X axis is used to break static
friction along the Z axis and enable forward progress. We use
a nonlinear function f to predict future states:
x̂(t+1) = f (x(t) , u(t+1) )

(1)

We can apply this formula recurrently to predict further into
the future, e.g. x̂(t+2) = f (x̂(t+1) , u(t+2) ).
A. Model-Predictive Control: Background
In this work, we use a model-predictive controller to control
the cutting hand. Such controllers have been shown to work
extremely well for a wide variety of tasks for which handdefined controllers are either difficult to define or simply
cannot suffice [20, 14, 26, 11]. Defining Xt:k as the system
state from time t through time k, and Ut:k similarly for system
inputs, a model-predictive controller works by finding a set of
∗
optimal inputs Ut+1:t+T
which minimize some cost function
C(X̂t+1:t+T , Ut+1:t+T ) over predicted state X̂ and control
inputs U for some finite time horizon T :
∗
Ut+1:t+T
= arg max C(X̂t+1:t+T , Ut+1:t+T )

(2)

Ut+1:t+T

This approach is powerful, as it allows us to leverage
our knowledge of task dynamics f (x, u) directly, predicting
future interactions and proactively avoiding mistakes rather

than simply reacting to past observations. It is also versatile,
as we have the freedom to design C to define optimality
for some task. The chief difficulty lies in modeling the task
dynamics f (x, u) in a way that is both differentiable and quick
to evaluate, to allow online optimization.
IV. M ODELING T IME -VARYING N ON -L INEAR DYNAMICS
WITH D EEP N ETWORKS
Hand-designing models for the entire range of potential
interactions encountered in complex tasks such as cutting food
would be nearly impossible. Our main challenge in this work
is then to design a model capable of learning non-linear, timevarying dynamics. This model must be able to respond to
short-term changes, such as breaking static friction, and must
be able to identify and model variations caused by varying
materials and other properties. It must be differentiable with
respect to system inputs, and the system outputs and gradients
must be fast to compute to be useful for real-time control.
We choose to base our model on deep learning algorithms,
a strong choice for our problem for several reasons. They
have been shown to be general non-linear learners [3], but remain differentiable using efficent back-propagation algorithms.
When time is an issue, as in our case, network sizes can be
scaled down to trade accuracy for computational performance.
Although deep networks can learn any non-linear function,
care must still be taken to design a task-appropriate model. As
shown in Fig. 7, a simple deep network gives relatively weak
performance for this problem. Thus, one major contribution
of this work is to design a novel deep architecture for modeling dynamics which might vary both with the environment,
material, etc., and with time while acting. In this section, we
describe our architecture, shown in Fig. 5 and motivate our
design decisions in the context of modeling such dynamics.
Dynamic Response Features: When modeling physical dynamics, it is important to capture short-term input-output
responses. Thus, rather than learning features separately for
system inputs u and outputs x, the basic input features used
in our model are a concatenation of both. It is also important to
capture high-order and delayed-response modes of interaction.
Thus, rather than considering only a single timestep, we
consider blocks thereof when computing these features, so that
for block b, with block size B, we have visible input features
v (b) = (Xb∗B:(b+1)∗B−1 , Ub∗B:(b+1)∗B−1 ).
Conditional Dynamic Responses: For tasks such as material
cutting, our local dynamics might be conditioned on both timeinvariant and time-varying properties. Thus, we must design
a model which operates conditional on past information. We
do so by introducting factored conditional units [27], where
features from some number of inputs modulate multiplicatively
and are then weighted to form network outputs. Intuitively,
this allows us to blend a set of models based on features
extracted from past information. Since our model needs to
incorporate both short- and long-term information, we allow
three sets of features to interact – the current control inputs, the
past block’s dynamic response, and latent features modeling
long-term observations, described below. Although the past
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Fig. 5: Deep predictive model: Architecture of our recurrent conditional deep predictive dynamics model.

block’s response is also included when forming latent features,
including it directly in this conditional model frees our latent
features from having to model such short-term dependencies.
We use c to denote the current timeblock, f to denote the
immediate future one, l for latent features, and o for outputs.
Take Nv as the number of features v, Nx as the number of
states x, and Nu as the number of inputs u in a block, and
Nl as the number of latent features l. With h[c](b) ∈ RNoh as
the hidden features from the current timestep, formed using
weights W [c] ∈ RNv ×Noh (similar for f and l), and W [o] ∈
RNoh ×Nx as the output weights, our predictive model is then:
!
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X
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Long-Term Recurrent Latent Features: Another major challenge in modeling time-dependent dynamics is integrating
long-term information while still allowing for transitions in dynamics, such as moving from the skin to the flesh of a lemon.
To this end, we introduce transforming recurrent units (TRUs).
To retain state information from previous observations, our
TRUs use temporal recurrence, where each latent unit has
weights to the previous timestep’s latent features. To allow this
state to transition based on locally observed transformations in
dynamics, they use the paired-filter behavior of multiplicative
interactions to detect transitions in the dynamic response of
the system and update the latent state accordingly. In previous work, multiplicative factored conditional units have been
shown to work well in modeling transformations in images
[27] and physical states [38], making them a good choice
here. Each TRU thus takes input from the previous TRU’s
output and the short-term response features for the current
and previous time-blocks. With ll denoting recurrent weights,
lc denoting current-step for the latent features, lp previousstep, and lo output, and Nlh as the number of TRU hidden

units, our latent feature model is then:
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Finally, Fig. 5 shows the full architecture of our deep
predictive model, as described above.
V. L EARNING AND I NFERENCE
In this section, we define the learning and inference procedures for the model defined above. The online inference
approach is a direct result of our model. However, there are
many possible approaches to learning its parameters. Neural
networks require a huge number of parameters (weights) to
be learned, making them particularly susceptible to overfitting,
and recurrent networks often suffer from instability in future
predictions, causing large gradients which make optimization
difficult (the “exploding gradient” problem).
To avoid these issues, we define a new three-stage learning
approach which pre-trains the network weights before using
them for recurrent modeling. Deep learning methods are nonconvex, and converge to only a local optimum, making our
approach important in ensuring that a good optimum which
does not overfit the training data is reached.
Inference: During inference for MPC, we are currently at
some time-block b with latent state l(b) , known system state
x(b) and control inputs u(b) . Future control inputs Ut+1:t+T
are also given, and our goal is then to predict the future
system states X̂t+1:t+T up to time-horizon T , along with the
gradients ∂X/∂U for all pairs of x and u. We do so by
applying our model recurrently to predict future states up to
time-horizon T , using predicted states x̂ and latent features
l as inputs to our predictive model for subsequent timesteps,
e.g. when predicting x(b+2) , we use the known x(b) along with
the predicted x̂(b+1) and l(b+1) as inputs.
Our model’s outputs (x̂) are differentiable with respect to
all its inputs, allowing us to take gradients ∂X/∂U using an
approach similar to the backpropagation-through-time algorithm used to optimize model parameters during learning. We
can in turn use these gradients with any gradient-based optimization algorithm to optimize Ut+1:t+T with respect to some
differentiable cost function C(X, U ). No online optimization
is necessary to perform inference for our model.
Learning:
During learning, our objective is to use
our training data to learn a set of model parameters Θ = (W [f ] , W [c] , W [l] , W [o] , W [lp] , W [lc] , W [ll] , W [lo] )
which minimize prediction error while avoiding overfitting.
A naive approach to learning might randomly initialize Θ,
then optimize the entire recurrent model for prediction error.
However, random weights would likely cause the model to
make inaccurate predictions, which will in turn be fed forwards

to future timesteps. This could cause huge errors at timehorizon T , which will in turn cause large gradients to be backpropagated, resulting in instability in the learning and overfitting to the training data. To remedy this, we propose a multistage pre-training approach which first optimizes some subsets
of the weights, leading to much more accurate predictions and
less instability when optimizing the final recurrent network.
We show in Fig. 7 that our learning algorithm significantly
outperforms random initialization.
Phase 1: Unsupervised Pre-Training: In order to obtain
a good initial set of features for l, we apply an unsupervised
learning algorithm similar to the sparse auto-encoder algorithm
[16] to train the non-recurrent parameters of the TRUs. This
algorithm first projects from the TRU inputs up to l, then uses
the projected l to reconstruct these inputs. The TRU weights
are optimized for a combination of reconstruction error and
sparsity in the outputs of l.
Phase 2: Short-term Prediction Training: While we could
now use these parameters as a starting point to optimize a
fully recurrent multi-step prediction system, we found that in
practice, this lead to instability in the predicted values, since
inaccuracies in initial predictions might “blow up” and cause
huge deviations in future timesteps.
Instead, we include a second pre-training phase, where we
train the model to predict a single timestep into the future. This
allows the model to adjust from the task of reconstruction to
that of physical prediction, without risking the aforementioned
instability. For this stage, we remove the recurrent weights
from the TRUs, effectively setting all W [ll] to zero and
ignoring them for this phase of optimization.
Taking x(m,k) as the state for the k th time-block of training
case m, M as the number of training cases, and Bm as the
number of timeblocks for case m, this stage optimizes:
M BX
m −1
X
Θ∗ = arg min
||x̂(m,b+1) − x(m,b+1) ||22
(10)
Θ

m=1 b=2

Phase 3: Warm-Latent Recurrent Training: Once Θ has
been pre-trained by these two phases, we use them to initialize
a recurrent prediction system which performs inference as
described above. We then optimize this system to minimize the
sum-squared prediction error up to T timesteps in the future,
using a variant of the backpropagation-through-time algorithm
commonly used for recurrent neural networks [34].
When run online, our model will typically have some
amount of past information, as we allow a short period where
we optimize forces while a stiffness controller makes an
initial inwards motion. Thus, simply initializing the latent
state “cold” from some intial state and immediately penalizing
prediction error does not match well with the actual use of the
network, and might in fact introduce overfitting by forcing the
model to rely more heavily on short-term information. Instead,
we train our model for a “warm” start. For some number of
initial time-blocks Bw , we propagate latent state l, but do not
predict or penalize system state x̂, only doing so after this
warm-up phase. We still back-propagate errors from future
timesteps through the warm-up latent states as normal.

Fig. 6: Online system: Block diagram of our DeepMPC system.

VI. S YSTEM D ETAILS
Learning System: We used the L-BFGS algorithm, shown to
give strong results for deep learning methods [23], to optimize
our model during learning. While larger network sizes gave
slightly (∼10%) less error, we found that setting Nlh = 50,
Nl = 50, and Noh = 100 was a good tradeoff between accuracy
and computational performance. We found that block size B
= 10, giving blocks of 0.1s, gave the best performance. When
implemented on the GPU in MATLAB, all phases of our
learning algorithm took roughly 30 minutes to optimize.
Robotic Platform: For both data collection and online evaluation of our algorithms, we used a PR2 robot. The PR2 has two
7-DoF manipulators with parallel-plate grippers, and a reach
of roughly 1m. For safety reasons, we limit the forces applied
by PR2’s arms to 30N along each axis, which was sufficient
to cut every material tested. PR2 natively runs the Robot
Operating System (ROS) [33]. Its arm controllers recieve robot
state information in the form of joint angles and must publish
desired motor torques at a hard real-time rate of 1KHz.
Online Model-Predictive Control System: The main challenge in designing a real-time model-predictive controller for
this architecture lies in allowing prediction and optimization
to run continuously to ensure optimality of controls, while
providing the model with the most recent state information
and performing control at the required real-time rate. As
shown in Fig. 6, we solve this by separating our online
system into two processes (ROS nodes), one performing
continuous optimization, and the other real-time control. These
processes use a shared memory space for high-rate interprocess communication. This approach is modular and flexible
- the optimization process is generic to the robot involved
(given an appropriate model), while the control process is
robot-specific, but generic to the task at hand. In fact, models
for the optimization process do not even need to be learned
locally, but could be shared using an online platform [35].
The control process is designed to perform minimal computation so that it can be called at a rate of 1KHz. It

recieves robot state information in the form of joint angles,
and control information from the optimization process as endeffector forces. It performs forward kinematics to determine
end-effector pose, transmits it to the optimization process, and
uses it to determine restoring forces for axes not controlled by
MPC. It translates the combination of these forces and those
recieved from MPC to a set of joint torques sent to the arm.
All operations performed by the control process are at most
quadratic in terms of the number of degrees of freedom of the
arm, allowing each call to run in roughly 0.1 ms on PR2.
The optimization process runs as a continuous loop. When
started, it loads model parameters (network weights) from
disk. Cost function parameters are loaded from a ROS parameter server, allowing them to be changed online. The
optimization loop first uses past robot states (received from
the control process) and control inputs along with past latent
state and the future forces being optimized to predict future
state using our model. It then uses this state to compute
the gradients of the MPC cost function and back-propagates
these through our model, yielding gradients with respect to
the future forces. It optimizes these forces using a variant of
the AdaGrad algorithm [12], a form of gradient descent in
which gradient contributions are scaled by the L2 norm of past
gradients, chosen because it is efficient in terms of function
evaluations while avoiding scaling issues. This process is
implemented using the Eigen matrix library [13], allowing the
optimization loop to run at a rate of over 1.2kHz.
MPC Cost Function: In order to perform MPC, we need to
define a cost function C(X, U ) for our task. For food cutting,
we design a cost function with two main components, with β
defining the weighting between them:
C(X, U ) = Ccut (X) + βCsaw (X)
(11)
The first, Ccut , drives the controller to move the knife downwards. It penalizes the height of the knife at each timestep,
with an additional penalty at the final timestep allowing a
tradeoff between immediate and eventual downwards motion:
t+T
X
Ccut (X) =
Pz(k) + γPz(t+T )
(12)
k=t

The second term, Csaw , keeps the tip of the knife inside some
reasonable “sawing range” along the X axis, ensuring that it
actually cuts through the food. Since any valid position is
acceptable, this term will be zero inside some margins from
this range, then become quadratic once it passes those margins.
Taking Px∗ as the center point of the sawing range, ds as the
range, and λ as the margin, we define this term as:
t+T
n
o2
X
(13)
max 0, |Px(k) − Px∗ | − ds + λ
Csaw (X) =
k=t

We also include terms performing first- and second-order
smoothing and L2 regularization on the control forces.

VII. E XPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate our algorithm as compared to other
baseline and state-of-the-art approaches, we performed a series
of experiments, both offline on our large dataset of material
interactions, and online on our PR2 robot.
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Fig. 7: Prediction error: Mean L2 distance (in mm) from predicted
to ground-truth trajectory from 0.01s to 0.5s in the future.

A. Dataset
Our material interaction dataset contains 1488 examples of
robotic food-cutting for 20 different materials (Fig. 2). We
collected data from three different settings. First, a fixedparameter setting in which trajectories as shown in the leftmost
two columns of Fig. 3 were used with a stiffness controller.
Second, for 8 of the 20 materials in question, data was
collected while a human tuned a stiffness controller to improve
cutting rate. This data was not collected for all materials to
avoid giving the learning algorithm and controller near-optimal
cases for all materials. Third, a randomized setting where most
parameters of the controller, including cutting and sawing rate
and stiffnesses, but excluding sawing range (still fixed at 4cm)
were randomized for each stroke of the knife. This helped to
obtain data spanning the entire range of possible interactions.
B. Prediction Experiments
Setting: In order to test our model, we examine its predictive
accuracy compared to several other approaches. Each model
was given 0.7s worth of past trajectory information (forces
and known poses) and 0.5s of future forces and then asked to
predict the future end-effector trajectory. For this experiment,
we used 70% of our data for training, 10% for validation, and
20% for testing, sampling to keep each set class-balanced.
Baselines: For prediction, we include a linear state-space
model, an ARMAX model which also weights a range of past
states, and a K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) model (5-NN gave
the best results) as baseline algorithms. We also include a
GMM-linear model [25], and a Gaussian process (GP) model
[10], trained using the GPML package [32]. Additionally, we
compare to standard recurrent and non-recurrent two-layer
deep networks, and versions of our approach without recurrence and without pre-training (randomly initializing weights,
then training for recurrent prediction).
Results: Fig. 7 shows performance for each model as mean
L2 distance from predicted to ground truth trajectory vs.
prediction time in the future. Temporally-local (piecewise-)
linear methods (linear SS, GMM-linear, and ARMAX) gave
weak performance for this problem, each yielding an average
error of over 8mm at 0.5s. This shows, as expected, that linear
models are a poor fit for our highly non-linear problem.

Instance-based learning methods – K-NN and Gaussian processes – gave better performance, at an average of 4.25mm and
3.56mm, respectively. Both outperformed the baseline twolayer non-recurrent deep network, which gave 4.90mm error.
The GP gave the best performance of any temporally-local
model, although this came at the cost of extreme inference
time, taking an average of 3361s (56 minutes) to predict 0.5s
into the future, 1.18x106 times slower than our algorithm,
whose MATLAB implementation took only 3.1ms.
The relatively unimpressive performance of a standard twolayer deep network for this problem underscores the need
for task-appropriate architectures and learning algorithms. Including conditional structures, as in the non-recurrent version
of our model and temporal recurrence reduced this error
to 3.80mm and 3.27mm, respectively. Even when randomly
initialized, our model outperformed the baseline recurrent
network, giving only 2.78mm error, showing the importance of
using an appropriate architecture. Using our learning algorithm
further reduced error to 1.78mm, 36% less than the randomlyinitialized version and 46% less than the baseline recurrent
model, demonstrating the need for careful pre-training.
Our approach also gave a tighter and lower 95% confidence
interval of prediction error, from 0.17-7.23mm at 0.5s, a width
of 7.06mm, compared to the baseline recurrent net’s interval
of 0.26-10.71mm, a width of 10.45mm, and the GP’s interval
of 0.34-15.22mm, a width of 14.88mm.
C. Robotic Experiments
Setting: To examine the actual control performance of our
system, we also performed a series of online robotic experiments. In these experiments, the robot’s goal was to make a
linear cut between two given points. We selected a subset of
10 of the 20 materials in our dataset for these experiments,
aiming to span the range of variation in material properties. We
evaluated these experiments in terms of cutting rate, i.e. the
vertical distance traveled by the knife divided by time taken.
Baselines: For control, we validate our algorithm against
several other control methods with varying levels of class
information. First, we compare to a class-generic stiffness
controller, using the same controller for all classes. This
controller was tuned to give a good (>90%) rate of success
for all classes, meaning that it is much slower than necessary
for easy-to-cut classes such as tofu. We also validate against
controllers tuned separately for each of the test classes, using
the same criteria as above, showing the maximum cutting rate
that can be expected from fixed-trajectory stiffness control.
As a middleground, we compare to an algorithm similar to
that of Gemici and Saxena [15], where a set of class-specific
material properties are mapped to learned haptic categories.
We found that learning five such categories assigned all data
for each class to exactly one cluster, and thus used the same
controller for all classes assigned to each cluster. In cases
where this controller was the same as used for the class-tuned
case, we used the same results for both.
Results: Figure 8 shows the results of our series of over 450
robotic experiments. For all materials except butter and tofu,
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DeepMPC controller to cut several of the food items in our dataset.
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a paired t-test showed that our DeepMPC controller made a
statistically significant improvement in cutting rate with 95%
confidence. This makes sense as butter and tofu are relatively
soft and easy-to-cut materials. However, for the four materials
for which stiffness control gave the weakest results – lemons,
potatoes, carrots, and apples – our algorithm more than tripled
the mean cutting rate, from 1.5 cm/s to 5.1 cm/s.
One major advantage our approach has over the others
tested is that it treats material properties and classes as latent
and continuous-valued, rather than supervised and discrete.
For intra-class variations which affect dynamics, such as
different varieties of apples or cheeses, different radii of
carrots or potatoes, or varying material temperature, even the
class-specific stiffness controllers were typically limited by
the hardest-to-cut variation. However, our approach’s latent
material properties allowed it to adapt to these, significantly
increasing cutting rates. This was particularly evident for
carrots, whose thickness causes huge variations in dynamics.
While all approaches were tested on both thick and thin
sections of carrot, only ours was able to properly adapt, slicing
easily through thin sections and more carefully through thicker
ones, increasing mean cutting rate from 0.4 cm/s to 4.7 cm/s.
Similar results were observed for potatoes, increasing mean
rate from 3.1 cm/s to 6.8 cm/s.
Another advantage of our approach is its ability to respond
to time-dependent changes in dynamics, thanks to the timevarying nature of our latent features and the online adaptation
performed by MPC. Such changes occur to some degree as
the knife enters and becomes enclosed by most materials,
particularly in irregular shapes such as potatoes where the
degree of enclosure varies throughout the cut. They are even
more apparent in non-uniform materials, such as lemons, with
variation between the skin and flesh, and apples, which are
much denser and harder to cut closer to the core. Again,
stiffness control was limited by the toughest of these dynamics,
while our approach was able to adapt, typically performing
more sawing for more difficult regions, and quickly moving

downwards for easier ones. This allowed our controller to
increase the mean cutting rate for lemons from 1.3 cm/s to
4.5 cm/s, and for apples from 1.4 cm/s to 4.6 cm/s.
Optimizing its trajectory online also enabled our DeepMPC
controller to exhibit a much more diverse range of behaviors.
Most tuned stiffness controllers were forced to make use of
high-amplitude sawing to ensure continuous motion. However, our controller was able to use more aggressive cutting
strategies, typically executing smooth slicing motions until it
found its progress impeded. It then used a variety of techniques to break static friction and continue motion, including
high-amplitude sawing, low-amplitude “wiggle” motions, and
reducing and re-applying vertical pressure, even to the point of
picking up the knife slightly in some cases. The latter behavior,
in particular, underscores the strength of predictive control, as
it trades off short-term losses for long-term gains. Stiffness
controllers sometimes became stuck in tough materials such
as thick potatoes and carrots and the cores of apples, and
remained so because downwards force grew as vertical error
increased. Our controller, however, was able to detect and
break such cases using these techniques.
Some examples of the diverse behaviors of our DeepMPC
controller can be seen in Fig. 9 and in the video at http:
//deepmpc.cs.cornell.edu.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we presented DeepMPC, a novel approach
to model-predictive control for complex non-linear dynamics which might vary both with environment properties and
with time while acting. Instead of hand-designing predictive
dynamics models, which is extrememly difficult and timeconsuming for such tasks, our approach uses a new deep
architecture and learning algorithm to accurately model even
such complicated dynamics. In experiments on our largescale dataset of 1488 material cuts over 20 diverse materials,
we showed that our approach improves accuracy by 46% as
compared to a standard recurrent deep network. In a series of
over 450 real-world robotic experiments for the challenging
problem of robotic food-cutting, we showed that our algorithm
produced significant improvements in cutting rate for all but
the easiest-to-cut materials, and over tripled average cutting
rates for the most difficult ones.
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